
›   Print & band in one single step
› High speed intelligent printing
›   A huge selection in pre-printed and blank 

paper and film
 ›   Recyclable and biodegradable banding
 ›   Single property materials
 ›   Save on primary packaging,  

drastically reducing wastage  
of obsolete stocks

Bandall Print & Band

Only Bandall can band your products while printing  
as much and at as many points onto the band

Unique to Bandall’s High Performance Print & Band model with integrated printer is the added 
capability for unlimited printing in any number of positions over the entire width and length of 
the 360° band. 

GB

Product identification
For example, a small change to a product 
could mean that stocks of primary 
packaging are outdated and are wasted. 
This is now in the past with  
Bandall Print & Band.

• 
Reduce waste by simplifying primary 

packaging and with a single chosen 
band print all variables during the 

banding process



High Performance   
and increased uptime
A well designed and/or unprinted primary packaging 
can benefit by printing variables directly onto the band 
at application. Such as product titles, flavours, fillings, 
nutritional values, ingredients, EAN codes, dates, 
promotional information and all other data. Updating the 
packaging in an instant.

Efficiency and savings
Pre-setting the print for several batches means  
no time is wasted between batches.
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• 
The Bandall and printer function  

autonomously - continuity is assured by 
the ingenious double buffer system 

›   Guaranteed precision positioning
›  Optimum product identification and 

data management
›  Increase uptime,  

efficiency and savings

•
Also banding with a plain band 

is an option, when printing  
all variables such as logos, 

barcodes, nutritional values,  
et cetera, directly  

onto the band

•  Clever design for maximum 
efficiency, all variables can be 
printed while banding
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